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Abstract 
Garcia, J.L. and J.J. Sim6n. Morita equivalence for idempotent rings. Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 76 (1991) 39-56. 
In this paper, the classical theory of Morita equivalence is extended to idempotent rings which 
do not necessarily have an identity element. 111 this case. the role of progenerators i played by 
the unital and codivisible modules w: ; I generate :II the unital modules. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
The classical theory of bIorita equivalence has been carried over to the case of 
rings which do not necessarily have an identity element in [l], [3] and [7]. With 
the assumption that the rings A and B have loc:l units, Abrams [l] and Anh and 
Mirki [3] are able to obtain almost entirely this theory by using the categories of 
unital modules over the rings A and B in the place of the usual module categories 
for rings with identity. These same categories are used in [7], where A and B are 
supposed to be s-u&al rings, If one wants to further extend the Morita theory in 
order to include more general rings, then it turns out that the appropriate 
generalization of the category of modules is the Grothendieck category (which we 
denote by A-mod) of all the left A-modules that are unital and torsionfree (in the 
sense that M is torsionfree when Ax = 0 implies x = 0 for any x E M). This 
category has been considered, for instance, in [S], [II] or [IS]. Our aim in the 
present paper is to develop the Morita theory of equivalences by using these 
categories with the only assumption that the rings A and B be idempotent rings. 
The main difference between the techniques employed in this paper and those in 
[l] or [3] is our use of noncommutative localization in the study of the category 
A-mod. Thus, it is shown in Section 2 that all the classical results of the theory 
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can be obtai,led in this setting in a quite simple way with only some minor natural 
modifications (see, for instance, 1 heorem 2.7). 
In the classical Morita theory it is shown that two rings R and S are Morita 
equivalent if and only if there is a Morita context between R and S with surjective 
maps. The approach to the Morita theory for rings without identity by means of 
Morita contexts appears in a number of papers, such as [8, 10-13, 151. In these 
papers, many consequences are drawn from the existence of a Morita context 
between rings A and B with surjective maps. In particular, it is shown that if A 
and B are idempotent rings (or even without this assumption: see [S, Theorem]), 
then the categories A-mod and B-mod are equivalent [ 11, Theorem 11. In [7] and 
[15] it is shown that the converse is true for the case in which the rings are 
supposed to be s-unital [7] or nondegenerate and idempotent [15]. In the present 
paper we further extend the classical result, by showing that the converse 
“:Y; lication holds in the general case of idempotent rings (Proposition 2.3). 
Finally, in Section 3 we obtain some consequences of the theory: for instance, if A 
and B are idempotent Morita equivalent rings, then the centers of the endo- 
morphism ring of A /r(A) (respectively A /4(A)) and Blr( 8) (respectively Blk'( B)) 
are isomorphic, where r(A) and I(A) denote the right and the left annihilator of 
A, respectively (Proposition 3.1). If, furthermore, A and B are nondegenerate 
and idempotent commutative rings, then they are isomorphic (Proposition 3.2). 
We now list some conventions and preliminary results which will be useful in 
the sequel. All rings in this paper are associative, but we do not assume that they 
have an identity element. A ring A is idempotent if A’ = A. A is (left) 
nondegenerate [16, p.881 when Aa = 0 implies a = 0 for any 61 E A. A is (left) 
s-unital when a E Aa for each a E A. A has local units [19] when for every finite 
set {a,,... , a,,} of elements of A there is an idempotent e E A such that 
euj=uj=u,eforal!i=l,..., n. It is clear that a ring with local units is s-unital, 
and that a (left) s-unital ring is idempotent and (left) nondegenerate. 
If A is an idempotent ring and M is a left A-module we denote by t,(M) the 
torsion submodule fA(M)= {xE M 1 Ax=O} and set M'= M/t,(M). t, is an 
idempotent radical (in the sense of [17, Chapter 61) of the category A-MOD of all 
the left A-modules. If A and B are two rings and M is an A-B-bimodule, then 
7'(M) will denote the sub-bimodule T(M) = (x E M 1 AxB = 0) and we shall use 
m to denote M/T(M). A left A-module (respectively, a bimodule) M is said to be 
torsionfree in case fA(M) = 0 (respectively, T(M) = 0). A left A-module M is 
unital if AM = M. The f41 subcategory of A-MOD whose objects are all the 
unital and torsionfree left A-modules will be written A-mod. A-mod is a locally 
finitely generated Grothendieck category and if the ring A has local units (or A is 
left s-unital), then A-mod coincides with the category of all the unital left 
A-modules, which has been studied, for instance, in [l], [3] or [19]. Note that if A 
happens to be a ring with identity element, then A-mod is the usual category of 
left A-modules. 
Recall that a left A-module M is called a self-generator when M generates all its 
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submodules. We will say that M is a generator when M belongs to A-mod and 
generates all the modules of the category A-mod. If M and K are left A-modules, 
the trace of M in K will be denoted trK(M), that is, tr,.,(M) = C {Im J 1 f~ 
Hom,(M, K)} [2, p.1091. 
We will use the well-known definition of a Morita context in the case in which 
the rings A and B have not necessarily an identity element. Thus we say that 
(A, B, P, Q) is a Morita context between the rings A and B if APB and RQA are 
bimodules and there are bimodule homomorphisms ( , > : P@, Q + A and 
[ , ] : Q Bn P+ B which satisfy the following associativity conditions: y’(x, y) = 
[y’, x]y and x’[y, x.1 = (x’, y>x. W e remark that, even if *P E A-mod, P, E mod- 
B, Be E B-mod and Q, E mod-A, the module PBB Q (and likewise Q @‘A P) is 
not, in general, an object of the categories A-mod or mod-A. for fA(PBB Q) 
could be nonzero. (PC3, Q)IrA(PC3A Q) belongs to A-mod, though. 
All functors appearing in this paper are additive functors. When dealing with 
endomorphism rings, the endomorphisms are supposed to act opposite scalars. 
The symbol ci will always denote a finite sum. For ring-theoretic terms not 
mentioned above we refer the reader to [2]. 
Let % be a Grothendieck category. An object X of % is called CQF-3 [14] 
when for every epimorphism p : Y ---, Z of %‘, the induced morphism 
p* : Hom,(,(X, Y)+ Hom,<(X, Z) is zero if and only if Horn, (X. Z) = 0. Recall 
from the definition of a torsion theory in the Grothendieck category % [17] that a 
class T (respectively, F) of objects of % is said to be a torsion (respectively, 
torsionfree) class if it is closed under epimorphic images. extensions. and direct 
sums (respectively, subobjects, extensions and products). If (T, F) is a torsion 
theory of ‘%’ and X is an object of ‘E, then X is called T-injective (respectively, 
T-codivisible) if for each short exact sequence O* L s Ys IV-+ 0 in (G such that 
NET (respectively, L E F) the induced homomorphism II” : Hom,(Y, X)* 
Homr6(L, X) (respectively, p* . - Hom,(,(X, Y)d Horn, (X, N)) is surjective. A 
morphism f : X + E (respectively, f : P + X) is a localization (respectively, a 
colocalization) of X when E is T-injective and torsionfree (respectively, P is 
T-codivisible and torsion) and Ker f, Coker f are torsion (respectively, torsion- 
free) objects. 
The torsion theory (T, F) is called hereditary when T is closed under sub- 
objects. In this case the full subcategory of % determined by T is a localizing 
subcategory and thus there exists an associated quotient category @‘IT which is 
also a Grothendieck category, with canonical functor a : %‘-a %/T which is exact 
an.d has a right adjoint I. * * (e/T+ %. i is full and faithful and so v/T can be 
identified with a full subcategory of % corlsisting of all the objects X of % that are 
torsionfree and T-injective (these are called T-closed objects). Ii1 the particular 
case % = R-mod for a ring R with identity, each hereditary torsion theory (T, F) 
is given by a Gabriel filter 9 of left ideals of R [17, Chapter VI]. Then, T will be 
replaced by 9 in our notation (e.g., we write 9-injective, S-closed instead of 
T-injective or T-closed) and the corresponding quotient category will be denoted 
by (R, S)-mod. For further details about torsion theories and localization we 
refer the reader to [17]. 
2. Morita equivalence for idempotent rings 
Let A be an idempotent ring, and consider the category A-MOD of all the left 
A-modules. In the next two lemmas we will write X, to denote the trace of A in 
X, tr,(A). Let (T, F) be the hereditary torsion theory of A-MOD associated to A 
in the sense of [6, p.1851 (thus T is the smallest torsion class of A-MOD 
containing all the modules of the form X/X,). Then we have the following: 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be an idempotent ring, and consider the category A-MOD. If 
(T, F) is the torsion theory associated to A, then T consists of all the A-modules X 
such that Aa X = 0. On the other hand, a left A-module X belongs to F if and only 
if A * x = 0 implies x = 0 for all x E X. 
Proof. If A. X = 0, then X, = 0 and hence X is T-torsion. Now let x E X and 
consider the map a+ a * x. Then A. x 2 X, and hence, if we denote by q the 
canonical projection of X onto X/X,, we have that A - r](x) = 0. The last part is 
also straightforward. 0 
Lemma 2.2. A is CQF-3. 
Proof. It is clear that Hom,(A, L) = 0 if and only if A = L = 0. So, Lemma 2.2 is 
immediate by [6, p.1961. Cl 
Let D be the class of A-generated left A-modules. Then D n F = A-mod and 
(D,T) and (T,F) are torsion theories of A-MOD. From now on, a torsion (or 
torsionfree) A-module will mean a torsion (or torsionfree) module with respect to 
(T, F), while a codivisible module will be a D-codivisible module. There are 
inverse category equivalences [6, Proposition 2.11 between A-mod and A-MOD/T 
given by Xw a(X) and Y I+ A- Y. Let A/r(A) = A’, and note that A’ C ia( 
A’ E A-mod and a(A) = a(A’). Let R = End(.A’) z End( .a(A)), and 9 the 
Gabriel filter corresponding to the torsion theory over R-mod in which RX is a 
torsion module if and only if A(ia(A) gR X) = 0. Then, RX is torsion if and only if 
A’ @.R X = Oe A’ . X = 0, because A’ is also idempotent. Then 9 = {J E RR 1 .I 1 
RA’}. 
By [6, Proposition 1.41, the functor Hom.(ia(A), -) induces an equivalence of 
categories between A-MOD/T and (R, S))-mod. By composing the above equiva- 
lences we obtain a new one between A-mod and (R, $)-mod given by 
X-a(X) H Hom,(ia(A), ia( z HomA(A’, X) 
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with inverse given by Y H A’ * Y. Note also that according to [18, Theorem 1.81, 
every left A-module X has a colocalization with respect to the torsion theory 
(LX T). 
Proposition 2.3. Let A and B be idempotent rings, F : A-mod+ B-mod and 
G : B-mod + A-mod inverse equivalences of categories. Let AM = G( R Blr( B)), 
JV = F(AAlr(A)), A P the colocalization of AM and RQ the colocalization of RN. 
Then the following properties hold: 
(i) AMB and BNA are &modules such that AM and gN are generators. 
(ii) The functors F and G are given, up to natural isomorphism, by 
F s B * Hom,(M, -) and G z A - Hom,(N, -). 
(iii) M, is B-generated and N, is A-generated. 
(iv) AP, and RQA are unital bimodules and they induce a Morita context 
(A, B, P, Q) such that ( , ) and [ , ] are bimodule epimorphisms. Moreover, F and 
G are also naturally isomorphic to B * Horn,,, P, -) and A - Horn,,, Q. -), respec- 
tivefy . 
Proof. Note that A’ = A/r(A) and B’ = B/r(B) are clearly generators of A-mod 
and B-mod respectively, so that AM and RN are generators. 
Let R = End(,A’), S = End(.B’). We can identify A’ with a right ideal of R 
and similarly B’ with a right ideal of S. By using the equivalences F and G we get 
that End( A M) g S and End( aN) z R and hence AM, and BNR are bimodules; 
consequently, we have in an obvious way that AM,., AVMB8, BNA, etc. are 
bimodules. This proves (i). 
Set 9 = {Z C_ RR 1 RA’ c Z} and 3 = {J C_ ,S 1 SB’ c J}. By the remarks follow- 
ing Lemma 2.2, the functor Hom,(A’, -) : A-mod+ (R, $)-mod, and the 
functor Horn&B’, -) : B-mod-, (S, %)- mod are equivalences of categories, with 
inverses given by Y I+ A’ * Y=A*YandZ*B’*Z=B.Z,respectively. 
By composing the functor F: A-mod --, B-mod followed by the functor 
Hom,(B’, -) : B-mod+ (S, %)-mod we obtain another equivalence H : A-mod+ 
(S, %)-mod, where S is a %-closed module, with H(,M) s S. Hence, we may 
apply the argument of [6, Theorem 1.391 and so we have that the functor H is 
naturally isomorphic to Hom,(M, -) : A-mod+ (S, %)-mod and ‘3 = (1 C 
,S ) MI = M}. From this, we see that F is naturally isomorphic to B * Hom,(M, -) : 
A-mod+ B-mod. Similarly, 9 = {I c RR ( NZ = N} and G is isomorphic to 
A - Hom,(N, -) : B-mod -+ A-mod. This proves (ii). 
To prove (iii) note that from the two descriptions of the topology % given 
above we deduce that M(SB’) = M and thus MB’ = MB = M. Likewise NA = N. 
Finally, we show (iv). By (ii) we have isomorphisms *N z B. Hom,(M. A’) 
and AM z Aa Hom,(N, B’) and thus, through these isomorphisms, we may 
define for xEM, yENCHom,(M,A’), (x,y)=xyEA’ and [y,x]~S= 
End(, M) given by u[ y, x] = (uy)x for each u E M. By considering M (respective- 
ly N) as A’-B’ (respectively B’-A’) bimodule. there are induced homomorph- 
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isms Q: MB,. N+ A', t.b: N@,,M+S such that cp(x@y)=(x,y) and 
cCl(Y@4=]Y, 19 x * in this way, Q and $ are bimodule homomorphisms, and hence 
we obtain that Im J, C B' since N@,. M = B' - (N @'A- M) - B'. As the associativi- 
ty conditions can be immediately verified, we have that cp and + give a Morita 
context (A', B', M, N). We show now that Q and + are epimorphisms. To this 
end, let a E A'. Since AM generates AA', there exist I;,, . . . , u,, E M, ccl,. . , a,, E 
Hom,(M, A') such that xi u,.(Y~ = a. But M = MB' and hence Us = ~i~jibj, for 
some xji E M and some bji E B'. Therefore, 
= 2 (Xii, bjitri) = 2 (Xjibji)‘Yi = c upi = a . 
i.j i-j i 
This shows that cp is an epimorphism. 
To prove that 9 is an epimorphism onto B', let x E M. Since M = A'M, we 
have that x = ci aixi for some a,. E A', xi E M. In turn, each ai E Im Q because Q 
is an epimorphism and thus we have x = xi.i (uiiv Yij)X, for uii E M, Y;j E N. 
Then x = Cimj u,[y,, xi] so that x E M - Im # and M = M - Im $I. From the 
description of the topology $9 given at the beginning of this proof, we know 
that SB' is the minimal ideal of S satisfying M(SB')-= M and so we have 
M(S.Im+)=M+S.Im$=SB’. The fact that B' is idempotent implies 
that B'- Im $= Im 4, because B'(NBAv M)= N@',. M and thus B'= B'SB'= 
B'S - Im I,$ = B' . Im 9 = Im I,$, from which we see that + is an epimorphism. 
Let AP be the colocalization of *M with respect to the torsion theory (D, T), 
i.e., there is a short exact sequence in A-MOD, O+ K* Pz M + 0, where P is 
A-generated and D-codivisible and K belongs to T. Moreover, if L is an 
A-generated left A-module and cy : M* L/t,(L) is an A-homomorphism, then 
there is a unique cy ’ : P+ L such that CX”TT = pa, with 7r : L-L/t,(L). From 
this, it follows that End(.M)zSSEnd(.P) and Hom,(M, A’)zHom,(P, A). 
The first of these isomorphisms allows us to endow P with a structure of right 
B’-module inherited from the B’-module structure of M. As such, p is a bimodule 
homomorphism. 
We are now going to see that APBr and B,NA give a Morita context 
(A, B', P, N) with surjections. 
For each y E N there is an A-homomorphism Q; : M -+ A' = A /r(A) which 
takes x E M to cp(x@y). By the above remarks, there is a unique A-homo- 
morphism P-+ A such that the diagram below is commutative: 
P +A 
M-A/r(A) ti, 
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This results in a homomorphism cp’ : P@,. N* A such that the diagram 
MB,. N- cF AK4 
is commutative and q’ is unique with respect to this condition. Now, Let us put 
X = Im up’, so that X + r(A) = A. Since AP = P we deduce that AX + Ar(A) = 
AX = A and thus Tm cp’ = A. 
On the other hand, since N @,4, M = N a,,\ M. we may compose the morphism 
N 63,+, P--, N @A M with + and thus we obtain Ijl’ : NC%,., P+ B’ which is an 
epimorphism. Then (A, B’, P, N) will give the desired Morita context if we can 
show that for any X,II E P. and y,v E N. we have that ~‘(x 63 y) - II = x$‘( y 63 u) 
and +‘( y C3 u) . u = yq’(n 8 u j. So, take 
(cp’(xc3y) u)p = q’(x@y)(z1p) =E(V”(-Y@3y))(zcp) 
= 44-v @Yy>W = cw Y NV4 = W[Y. WI 
= xp$( y 63 up) = (xp)$'( y c3 If) = (sl)‘( y @ 1r))p .
Therefore, the element q ‘(x 8~ y) * u - x$‘( y @ u) belongs to f,(P). If we take a 
fixed u E P, this gives a morphism P@‘, N-+ P such that its image is contained in 
tA( P). But since P - A P this shows that this morphism is zero. so that cp’(x @ y) * 
u = x$‘( y 63 u). The other equation is proved in a direct fashion. 
In a similar way, we may deduce that if ,$ is the colocalization of ,jN. then 
&A is a bimodule and as such. (A, B, P, Q) is a Morita context with surjective 
mappings. This proves (iv). 
Finally, it is clear that if XE A-mod, then Hom,(M. X)zH~orn,~(P, X) since 
Ker p is a torsion left A-module, and similarly Hom,(N. Y) 2 Horn,,, (2. Y) for 
all YE B-mod. This completes the proof. 0 
As in [9, p..398] a Morita context (A, B, M. N) will be called nondegenerate 
when the four modules AM, M,. H IV, N, and the four pairings given by [ , ] and 
( , > are faithful (in the sense that [w, Ml = 0 implies IV = 0. for example). 
Proposition 2.4. Let A, B be idempotent rings and ussume that there exists a Moritn 
context (A, B. P. Q) lvith surjective maps ( . ) = cp : P C3,{ Q-+ A und [ ., ] = 
$ : Q B’,\ P-, B; and suciz that ,P, P,, ,,Q. Q,, me rrrritol modules. The/r: 
(i) Each of A P, P, , H Q, Q,.., generules ,.,A, B, , ,I B. A ., respectivel!. 
(ii) Ker cp and Ker 4 aye torsiorl r~lodules at both sides. 
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(iii) There are induced isornorphisms of bimodules. 
P/r,(P) = A - Hotn,( Q, B) , P/t,(P) g Horn,,, Q, A) - B , 
QltB( 12) z B - Hom,(P, A) , Q/t,(Q) z Hom,(P, B) - A . 
Moreover, tC; - context is nondegenerate if and only if the eight modules AA, gB, 
B,, A,, APT P,, ,vQv Q,t are torsionfree in the corresponding torsion theories. 
Proof. (i) Let us show, for instance, that A P generates A.A. For each y E Q define 
, :.P+.A as u~~,,=(u,y). Then, we have a!EHom,(P,A) and 
:‘ltQ Im (Y. = A. 
(ii) We tse an argument which is standard and similar to [20, Lemma 1.31. Let 
Cj xi @9yi E Ker qo. with x, E P, y, E Q. Then c, (xi, y,) = 0 and for each u E P, 
w E Q we have: 
(U* W)'Cxi@yyi=Cu@[ 
i i 
W~X;]_Y;=U@(wm~(xi~yi))=o, 
i 
so that A. c, xi By, = 0. One sees similarly that (c i _ri 8 yi) - A = 0 and likewise 
Ker +!I is also a torsion bimodule. 
(iii) We show the third of the isomorphisms, as the other three cases are 
similar. Let us take cy,, for y E Q as in (i). Then define 8 : (23 Hom.(P, A) with 
e(y) = cy,.. Clearly, 0 is a B-homomorphism. Since B. Q f= Q, we see that 
Im 8 c B * Hom,(P, A) and y E Ker 0 if and only if (H, y ) = 0 for all x E P; but 
this condition entails that for each w E Q, u E P, [w, u] y = w( u, y ) = 0 so that 
B * y = 0 and y E ts( Q). The converse is obvious, hence Ker 8 = t,(Q). It is only 
left to prove that Im 0 = B - Hom,(P, A); but for b E B, b = [w, u], cp E 
Hom,(P, A), the element w * (ucp) E Q does the job. 
The final remark is easy to prove. Specifically, the nondegeneracy of the rings 
A and B is equivalent to the modules AP, P,. BQ and QA being faithful modules. 
Then, the fact that the context is nondegenerate corresponds to the four modules 
being torsionfree. Cl 
If A and B are rings with identity and there is a Morita context (A, B, P, Q) 
with surjective maps cp and I/I, then it is well known tkl t A P is a finitely generated 
projective generator, and so are RQ, QA and P,. In that case there are natural 
isomorphisms Hom,(P, U)@, L z Hom,(P, U BB L), and P@, Hom,(U, K) z 
Hom/,(Hom,(P, U), K) for any AUHr RL, .K. When A and B have not neces- 
sarily an identity. we have the following generalization: 
Proposition 2.5. Let A and B be idempotent rings and (A, B, P. Q) a Morita 
context, where n P, HQ. P,j and QA are unital modules with surjective homomorph- 
isms ( , >, [ , 1. Let ,,U,,, il K. ,,L be also unital modules. Then: 
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(i) The carlonical homomorphism of left A-modlrles 
f: P@,B~HOnl,,(U, K) -+ A * Hom,4(A - Hom,(P, U). A, K) 
is arz epimorphism with torsion kernel. 
(ii) The canonical homomorphism of left B-modllles 
is an epimorphism with torsion kernel. 
Proof. Since the arguments of the following proof are quite standard, we only 
give a sketch of it. 
(i) We define f in the following fashion: If x E P. (Y E B - Hom,,,(U. K). and 
j3 E A - Hom,(P, U) - A. we set p((x 8 a)f) = @(.~)a. In this way, it is easy to see 
that f is an A-homomorphism. 
We now show that Ker f is a torsion module. that is. for xi E P. a; E 
B*Hom,(U, K), (~,xiC3q)f=0 implies that A~(~j~v,@cu,)=O. 
The hypothesis (c; xi Q9 q)f = 0 implies that for every x E P. y E Q, p E 
A - Hom,(P U), we have that ci /3( (A-. y)xi) * cu, = 0 and this gives p(s) - 
xi [y, ~,]a; = 0. The fact :hat P, generates B and U is A-unital allows us to 
deduce from the above equality that ci [y, s,]cr; = I) for every y E Q. Now. for 
anyx’EP,y’EQwehave (~‘.y’)~~~x,C3a,=Oandsincethemorphisrn(.) 
is surjective if follows that A - Ei I, 63 ai = 0. 
Next. we will show that f is an epimorphism. Let us take any y E Hom,,(A - 
Hom,(P, U)- A, K), x E P, y E Q. n = (x. y) E A. For each II E ZJ let us denote 
by ((u, y)} the homomorphism ((u, y)) : P,-, U, given by ((11. y})(x.‘) = tr[y, s’] 
for each x’ E P. We define (Y : A V j AK in the following way: IIQ = ((II. y)) * y. It 
is not difficult to show that (Y is well defined and it is a homomorphism. Indeed. 
since Q = BQ we have that Q E B - Hom,(fJ, K). Finally, (.u 63 cu)Jgives. for each 
PEA-Hom,(P, U)-A, 
P((x@CY)f) = P(x)a = @q-4. .Y>)r = (P(x)[/l. -1,r = P(4.Y. -lb 
=p((x.y)‘-)Y=((p(x..‘))(-_))Y=P((.~.~)Y). 
which shows that (x, y} y belongs to Im f. The assumption that ( . ) is surjectivc 
entails that f is surjective. 
(ii) We define g : B eH~rn,.~(P. U)+ B@, L+ B * Hom,,,(P. iJ CZJn L) by setting 
for each x E P, z E L, LY E 9. Hom,(P. U). B, _~((a @ z)g) = (x-a)@ z and it is 
easy to prove that in fact, Im g c B - Hom,,(P, U a3, L) and g is a B-homo- 
morphism. Next, we remark that for each X in A-MOD there is an epimor- 
phism of left B-modules with torsion kcrncl n,v : B - Hom,.,(P. A) @.., X4 
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B. Hom,(P, X) given by u((y@ z)qx) = (uy)z, for u E P, Y E B * Hom,(P, A), 
z E X. If we take X = U, then qv : B - Hom.(P, A) @A LJ--, B * Hom,(P, I/) - B 
is an epimorphism with torsion kernel and thus we obtain a commutative diagram 
in B-MOD with exact row and column 
B-Hom,fP.A)@,,U@,L- BeHorn.,{!‘. U).S@,, L- 0 
B.Hom ,(P, IY@,~ L) B * Hom,,(P. U @,, L) 
Therefore, we see that g is an epimorphism with torsion kernel. Cl 
Proposition 2.6. Let A and B be idempotent rings and (A. B, P, Q) a Morita 
context with surjective homomorphisms ( , ) , [ , ] and unital modules A P. RQ, P,, 
QA. Then: 
(i) The canonical maps A-+End(P,), A+End(,Q), B-,End(.P), 
B-+ End( Q,) induce ring isomorphisms A /r(A) 3 A - End( ,Q), Ale(A) G 
End(P,)- A, BIf?(B)sEnd(Q,)* B, and B/r(B)= BeEnd( 
(ii) Thefunctors (P@, -)ItA(P@R -) : B-mod+ A-modand B - Hom,(P, -) : 
A-mod+ B-mod are inverse equivalences of categories. 
(iii) The functors (PGJB-)ItA(P@IR-): B-mod-A-mod and (Q@,-)/ 
tR( Q @A -) : A-mod-, B- mod are inverse equivalences. 
There are also category equivalences between mod-B and mod-A in a similar 
way to (ii) and (iii). 
Proof. (i) We show, as an example, that the kernel of the canonical ring 
homomorphism 8 : A + End(P,) is t!(A) and its image is End( PR) - A. First note 
that a E Ker 8 if and only if a - P = 0. Since P = A. P it is clear that a E t?(A) 
implies a.P=O; conversely, assume a-P=0 and let a’EA, a’=(~, w), with 
u E P, w E Q. Then aa’ = a(u, w) = 0 and a E e(A). Next, let (o E End(P,), 
a E A. Since ( , ) is an epimorphism, a = Ci (xi, y;) for some x, f P, y, E Q. 
Now for each u E P we have 
if we put a’ = Ci (q(xi), y,) EA. Therefore, cpaE Im 8 cEnd(P,) and thus 
Im 0 = End(P The other caszs follow in a similar manner. 
(ii) Note that if we have ,I K E A-mod and ,<L E B-mod, then the modules 
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A.Hom,(A. K)z’,K and ,(B*Hom,A(P. P@,L)) are torsionfree. By applying 
Proposition 2.5 with A U, = A P, we obtain canonical isomorphisms 
(PC3, B. Hom(P, K))lt,(P@a B * Hom(P, K)) 
z A*Hom,(AIe(A). K)z AsH~~.~(A. K)z K 
and 
(B@~L)It,(B@~L)~(BIr(B)@~L)ItR(BIr(B)63RL) 
s B - Hom,A(P, P@, L) . 
On the other hand, the natural epimorphism B BR L -+ L has torsion kernel. so 
that (B@I~ L)Ir,(B@19, L) G RL. These isomorphisms show that the functors in 
(ii) are indeed inverse equivalences. 
(iii) In view of (ii), it will suffice to see that the functors (Q CSJ9, -)ltR( Q @A -) : 
A-MOD+ B-mod and B - Hom.(P. -) : A-MOD+ B-mod are naturally iso- 
morphic. From Proposition 2.4(iii) we know that there exists a short exact 
sequence in B-MOD, O-+ fR( Q) +gQ+ B.Hom,d(P, A)*0 so that if XEA- 
MOD, we obtain an epimorphism in B-MOD, Q @A X-, B - Hom,(P, A) ‘%A X. 
with torsion kernel. As we saw in the proof of the last part of the Proposition 2.5, 
the natural homomorphism B - Hom,(P, A) @A X* B * Hom.(P. X) is also an 
epimorphism with torsion kernel. By composing both epimorphisms we 
get an epimorphism Q CSA X + B * Hom,q(P. X) which has still a torsion kernel. 
Since B - Hom,(P. X) is torsionfree we see that Q C3A Xlj,(Q @,_, X) z 
B - Hom,(P, X) in this way and this completes the proof. Cl 
By bringing together the preceding results, we may now give a version for 
idempotent rings, of the Morita theorem on equivalences. 
Theorem 2.7. Let A and B be idempotenr rings such that there are inverse 
equivalences of categories F : A-mod + B-mod and G : B-mod+ A-mod. Then. 
there exist bimodules AP, and HQ, such that: 
(i) A P, and RQA are unital bimodrrles and each of these four modules rl P. Q,, 
etc. generates all the objects of the Cal-responding category A-mod, mod-A, etc. 
Moreover, A P and RQ are codivisible modules and there are canonical isomorph- 
isms A/t(A)sEnd(P,).A. Alr(A)zA*End(,Q). BIC(B)zEnd(Q,.,)* B and 
B/r(B) s B - End(.P). 
(ii) There are bimodule isomorphisms P/r,(P) s A * Horn,,, Q, B). P/t,(P) S 
Hom.(Q. A). B, Q/t,(Q)% B -Hom.(P, A), and Qlt,.,(Q)zHom,(P. B). A. 
(iii) F is naturally isomorphic to B * Hom,,,(P. -), G is natwally isomorphic lo 
AeHom,(Q, -). 
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(iv) F is naturally isomorphic to Q C3’A -ltA( Q @‘,, -), G is naturally isomorphic 
to Piq -lt,(P@R-). 
(v> P arz‘; 2 induce a Morita context (A. B, P, Q) with surjective maps and 
P@,, Q and Q @IA P are rings and there are surjective ring homomorphisms 
P@, Q + A and Q @A P+ B scrch that the kernels are torsion at both sides. 
Proof. (i)-(iv) follow from Propositions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6. Also, it follows from 
Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 that there is a Morita context with surjective maps 
(.):P~~Q~Aand[,]:Q~,P~B.Ifwedefineforx,,x,EPandy,,y,E 
Q, the product (x,@y,)*(x2@y7)=x,@[y,,xZ]yZ and (y,@xx,)-(r160yl)= 
y, C3 (x,, y2)x2, then it is easy to see that P@, Q and Q @‘A P are rings and (v) 
holds. 0 
Remarks. (1) Note that if A and B are supposed to be nondegenerate, then, in 
terms of Proposition 2.3, Theorem 2.7 holds with AMB and nN,r substituted for 
APR and HQf, respectively. Also, some of the isomorphisms given above are 
simpler for this case: in (i) we would have A z End(M,) * A P A * End(,N) and 
similarly for B; in (ii) we would have M s A - Hom,(N, B)s Hom.(N, A). B 
and the same for N; finally in (v) M (S8 NIT(M @‘n N) z A, and N @, Ml 
7-(iVCZJA M)= B. 
(2) Theorem 2.7 generalizes [3, Theorem 2.11, [7, Corollary 4.31, and [15, 
Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.51. In fact, we may give examples in which the above 
functor (PC3B-)lt,l(P@~-) is not PBB-. that is, in which t,,(P@‘R -) ZO. To 
this end, let S be a ring which is not left noetherian, R = RFM(S) the ring of 
row-finite matrices over S and A = FC(S) the (nonunital) subring of R consisting 
of the matrices that have a finite number of nonzero columns. A is a twosided 
idempotent projective ideal of R and generates a torsion theory (U, ff) of R-mod: 
,J E Te AX = 0. There is an equivalence F : A-mod- S-mod [6, Theorem 1.71 
and R s End( AA). Let APE A-mod such that F(P) s S; then A P is projective and 
hence it is also projective as a left R-module. Suppose that t,(P@.% X) = 0 for 
every X in S-mod; then, in the terminology of [5] and using [5, Theorem 2.31 we 
see that each object of CD[P] belongs to IF and hence CD[P] C GF[ P]. This 
implies by [5, Proposition 1.51 that RP is a self-generator and this in turn entails 
that .A is also a self-generator. In particular, a E An for every a f A. But this 
contradicts [4, Proposition 61. 
(3) We finally remark that the condition that P and Q be locally projective 
generators. as in [3], does not appear in (i) of Theorem 2.7, since A and B are not 
supposed to be locally projective. Instead, P and Q are codivisible modules. that 
is, they satisfy a relative projectivity condition. In fact, we can give a characteriza- 
tion of Morita equivalent rings in terms of a bimodule APB that generates all the 
objects of A-mod and mod-B. 
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Theorem 2.8. Let A and B be idempotent rings. Then A-mod and B-mod are 
equivalent categories if and only if there exists a bimodule ,! P, such that: 
(i) AP and P, are unital modules and they generate all the modules in A-mod 
and mod-B respectively I 
(ii) The canonical ring homcmorphism B + End( A P) induces an isomorphism 
B/r(B) = B’s BeEnd( 
If such a bimodule A P, exists, then the functors 
are in verse 
B * Hom,(P, -) : A-mod--, B-mod and 
(P&I’, -)/~,(P@J~ -) : B-mod+ A-mod 
equivalences. 
Proof. If there are inverse equivalences F : A-mod* B-mod and G : B-mod+ 
A-mod, and M = G(,B’). then the colocalization P of M satisfies the above 
conditions, by Theorem 2.7. Conversely, suppose that AP, satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Then, let N= B - Hom,,4(P, A) C Hom,l(P, A), RN is torsionfree and so it is a 
B’-module such that B * N = N = B’N. It follows from (ii) that P is also an 
A-B’-bimodule. We may define the morphisms ( . ) : P@,. N+ A by (x, a) = 
xcwand[.]:N@,P * B’ C End(.P) by ~[a, I] = (II, a)~. These are bimodule 
homomorphisms which satisfy the associativity conditions of the definition of a 
Morita context. Now one may see that ( , ) is an epimorphism since rl P generates 
A and PB = P. Also, [ , ] is an epimorphism: if we put I : = Im [ , 1, then it is easy 
to see that PI = P as P = AP and A = Im ( , ). Now let b E B’; since PR 
generates B, b = C i hi(xi) for some xi E P and II, E Horn,,, P, B’). But it follows 
from the fact that PI = P, that b = ci gj( yj) * r,, for g, E Hom,(P, B’), yi E P. 
r, E I. So b E B’I = I and [ , ] is surjective. 
On the other hand, if b E B’, f E Hom,,(P, A). then we can assume that 
b = [a, x] for some (Y E N, x E P and thus for any N E P, u(bf) = ( I(. a) (xf) and 
bf = (-, cx)(xf)E N-4, so that N = NA. All this shows that (A, B’, P, N) is a 
Morita context with surjective homomorphisms and unital bimodules. 
Now, we take gQ being the colocalization of ,#N as in the proof of Proposition 
2.3(iv). So, as in that proof, one may see that RQA is a unital bimodule. 
Hom,(N, B’) s Horn,,, Q, B) and the epimorphism N @,., P--, B’ lifts to an 
epimorphism Q @A P + B such that the diagram 
Q@,., P- B 
I I 
1 I 
commutes. Moreover, Q - A = Q because N - A = N and hence. as in Proposition 
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2.3(iv) we get that there is a Morita context (A, B, P. Q) with .!P, and HQ,+, 
unitai modules. By Proposition 2.6(ii) we deduce the result. q 
Note that if A and B are idempotent rings and there exists a category 
equivalence between A-mod and B-mod, then by Proposition 2.3 there is a 
Morita context (A, B. P, Q) with epimorphic maps, and it follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.6 that mod-A and mod-B are also equivalent categories. So we have the 
following: 
Corollary 2.9. Let A and B be idempotent rings. Then A-mod is equivalent to 
B-mod if and only if mod-A is equivalent to mod-R. Cl 
Thus we shall say that A and B are Morita equivalent rings when A-mod and 
S-mod are equivalent categories. 
The Morita theorem in the classical setting states that two rings R and S are 
Morita equivalent if and only if S is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of a 
progenerator of R-mod. In orde. to give a generalization of this theorem we need 
the following terminology: Let A P be a unital module, S = End( A P). We denote 
by fEnd( A P) the following subring of S: fEnd( A P) = (CI E S 1 ua = c i (urp,)xj, 
for some ‘p, E Horn, (P, A), xi E P and any u E P}. Note that fEnd( A P) is exactly 
the image of the canonical homomorphism Hom,(P, A)BA P-, S. Now let T be 
a subring of fEnd(.P). We say that T is a q-dense right ideal of fEnd(.P) if 
T.fEnd(,P) = T and fEnd(,P) T= fEnd(,P). 
Theorem 2.10. Let A and B be idempotent rings. Then A and B are Morita 
equivalent if and only if B’ = B/r(B) is isomorphic to a q-dense right ideal of 
fEnd( A P) for some codivisible unital module tl P such that A P generates all the 
modules of the category A-mod. 
Proof. Suppose that A-mod and B-mod are equivalent categories and take AP as 
in Proposition 2.3; then *P is codivisible and unital and generates all the modules 
in the category A-mod, by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4. Consider the canonical 
homomorphism Hom.(P, A) 63, P+ S = End( A P) whose image is fEnd( A P). 
Then, since P = P - B = P - B’ (by Proposition 2.3) we have the equality 
fEnd(.P).B’=fEnd(.P). On the other hand, if RN= B*Hom,(P,A’) s 
B * rIom,(P, A), we saw in the proof of Proposition 2.3(iv) that there is a 
Morita context with surjective maps (A, B’, P, N), so that the homomorph- 
ism B - Horn,,, P, A) C3’A P+ B’ E S, is surjective. Therefore, B’ * fEnd( A P) = 
B - fEnd( A P) = B’. This shows that B’ is q-dense in fEnd(, P). 
Conversely. assume that ,,P satisfies the conditions in the statement above 
and B’ is q-dense in fEnd( AP). Then the canonical homomorphism 
B’ - Hom,i(P, A) @‘n P-+ B’ must be an epimorphism since B’ - fEnd( A P) = B’; 
and this implies that P, generates B’ and hence P, generates all the modules of 
the category mod-B. Moreover, P, is unital because fEnd( ,,P) - B’ = fEnd( A P). 
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Thus, ,lP,l satisfies condition (i) in Theorem 2.8. To end the proof, note that 
B - End( ,,3 P) = B’ - End( AP) = B’ * fEnd(.P) = B’ because B’ is q-dense in the 
ideal fEnd(.P). By Theorem 2.8, this shows that A and B are Morita 
equivalent. Cl 
3. Some consequences of the Morita theorems 
It is well known that if R and S are rings with identity and they are Morita 
equivalent, then their centers are isomorphic and so are the lattices of ideals of R 
and S. However, these properties may fail to be true if the rings R and S have not 
an identity. In the sequel, we study these problems in our setting. In the next 
proposition, Cen(R) stands for the center of a ring R. 
Proposition 3.1. Let A and B be Morita equivalent idempotent rings. Then there 
are ring isomorphisms 
Cen(End(,Alr(A))) zCen(End(,Blr(B))) and 
Cen(End(.AIP(A))) s Cen(End(,BIe(B))) . 
Proof. We show only the first isomorphism, as the other is analogous. First, note 
that Cen(End(.Alr(A))j is isomorphic, in the natural way, to the ring of all the 
natural transformations of the identity functor of the category A-mod to itself. 
Through the equivalence between A-mod and B-mod we deduce the existence of 
a canonical isomorphism between Cen( End( AA /r(A))) and Cen(End( R B/r-( B))). 
Note that this does not imply that the centers of A/r(A) and B/r(B) are 
isomorphic: see [3, p.141 for an example in which Cen(Aj 9 Cen(B). On the 
other hand, we point out that, for any idempotent ring A, the rings A, A/r(A), 
Ale(A) and A/T(A) are all Morita equivalent. 
As a consequence of Proposition 3.1, we have the following: 
Proposition 3.2. Let A and B be nondegenerate and idempotent commu:ative 
rings. Then A and B are Morita equivalent if and only if A and B are isomorphic. 
Proof. First, we show that if A is commutative, then End(.A) is commutative. 
Let us put R = End( AA) and take r E R, a E A. If we identify A and the right 
ideal of R consisting of the right multiplications by elements of A, then ra = ar. In 
fact, for each A E A we have h(ra) - (hr)a = a( Ar) = (ahjr = (hajr = A(ar). Thus 
A is a twosided ideal of R contained in Cen(R). Now, if r,r’ E R and a E A we 
have a(rr’) = (arjr’ = r’(ar) = r’(ra) = (r’r)a = a(r’r) from which we see that R is 
a commutative ring. 
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Let us assume now that A and B are nondegenerate and idempotent commuta- 
tive rings that are Morita equivalent and let R = End( AA) and S = End( BB). By 
Proposition 3.1 and the above argument, R and S are isomorphic rings. 
Moreover, in the notation of Remark (1) the isomorphlsm is given through 
the relations R s End( JV) = End(,N) = End(N,) = End(iJ,) s S. If we call 
cp : R+ S t5is isomorphism, we have that for each y E N and YE R, yr = cp(r)y; 
since S i$ commutative, N can be viewed as a right S-module N, and as such NR is 
given Sy the change of rings via cp. Therefore, the trace of N, in S, trS(NF) is 
exactly the image through rp of trR(NR). But we know from Remark (1) and 
Proposition 2.3 that trR(NR) = A and tr,(?i,) =tr,&N) = B. Thus cp restricts to 
an isomorphism between A and B, which ends the proof. Cl 
In [9, p.3991 the notion of context equivalent rings is defined for rings with 
identity. There is a connection between this relation and our version of Morita 
theory, which we may state in the following form: 
Proposition 3.3. Let R and S be rings with identity such that [here is a nondegener- 
ate context between them with idempotent traces T and T’. Then T and T’ are 
Morita equivalent. 
Conversely, let A and B be nondegenerate and idempotent Morita equivalent 
rings, R = End(.A), S = End(,R) Then if R, and S, are rings with identity such 
that A c R, C R. B C S, C S, then R, and S, are context equivalent. 
Proof. The first assertion is clear, since by hypothesis there is a Morita context 
with surjective mappings between T and T’. 
We turn to the second part of the proposition. Take A’ = RA. Then it is easy to 
see that A’ is a twosided ideal of R such that R r End( AsA’) in a canonical way. 
Moreover, A’ is an idempotent and nondegenerate ring. There is a functor from 
A’-mod to A-mod which takes each X to AX and this functor is an equivalence, 
whose inverse is given by taking each object Y of A-mod to A’ - Hom,(A, Y). All 
this shows that we may assume that A and B are twosided ideals of R and S 
respectively. Thus, by Remark (1) and Proposition 2.3 there is a Morita context 
with surjective mappings (A, B, M, N) which can be viewed as a nondegenerate 
Morita context (by Preposition 2.4) between R and S or between R, and S,. 0 
There is also 2 connection between our theory and the r-rings of Nobusawa (in 
the sense of [15]). We make this connection explicit in the following result: 
Proposition 3.4. Let M be a f-ring and assume that the right and left operator 
rings, B and A, of M are idempotent. Then A and B are Morita equivalent rings. 
Conversely, let A and B be Morita-equivalent idempotent rings. Then B/r(B) 
and A /P(A) are the right and left operator rings of some r-ring. 
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Proof. The first part is a slight variation on [S, Theorem] or [l I, Theorem 11. 
However, one could give a different proof, by noting that M is an A-B-bimodule 
and P = AM = MB satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 2.8. To show the con- 
verse part, assume that A and B are idempotent; by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 
there is a Morita context (A, B, P, Q) with surjective mappings. If we take A = P 
and r = Q, we have a r-ring in the notation of [15], and the right and left 
operator rings are precisely B/r(B) and A/P(A). Cl 
We may now use these last two results to apply to our case many of the 
theorems in [9] or in [lo-131. For instance, we have the following version of the 
well-known fact that Morita equivalent rings have isomorphic lattices of ideals. To 
describe the result we suppose that A and B are equivalent rings via the 
equivalences F : A-mod+ B-mod, G : B-mod-+ A-mod and that we denote the 
corresponding Morita context (A, B, P, Q) (as seen in Proposition 2.3(iv)) with 
maps ( , ) and [ , 1. Al so, far IcA we put I’={aEA 1 AacI}. 
Proposition 3.5. Let A and B be Morita equivalenr idempotent rings and let 2’,4 
denore rhe lattice {I c A 1 I is an ideal of A, AIA = l} and similarly for .ZB. Then 
there is an isomorphistn between Z,,l and TO which tnay be givctz by 1 I+ [ QI. P] 
and./-(PI, Q); or equivalently by 
1~ B - P,(F(AII’)B and J- AL,(G(B/J’))A . 
Proof. The first bijection is easy to prove and is already given in [12, p-1551 (it 
could also be deduced from [9, Proposition 61). The second one is analogous to 
[2, Proposition 21.111 and is easily obtained if one assumes that A and B are 
nondegenerate. In the general case it may then be obtained by showing that 
if 7 = (I+ T(A))lt,(Z + T(A)), then A/I’? A/?’ and hence f’B(F(AIT’)) = 
&(F(AII’))IT(B). 0 
Note that many properties which are Morita-invariant in the case of rings with 
identity are still Morita-invariant in this setting. For instance, it is easy to see that 
if A is an idempotent ring which is either prime. semiprime, left primitive. has 
zero radical. is simple, is a sum of irreducible left submodules, then A is 
nondegenerate. Then we can apply Proposition 3.3 and results in [9] or. altcrna- 
tively. Proposition 3.4 and results in [lo-131 to obtain that the above properties 
are MO&a-invariant in the case of nondegenerate rings. 
Proposition 3.6. Let A and B be idetnpolettt atld nondegenerate rings which are 
Moriaa equivalent. Then: 
(i) A is prime (respectively semipritne, left primitive) if and otlly if B is prime 
(respectively setnipritne, lefr primitive). 
(ii) A has zero Jacobson radical if atrd ottiy if B has zero rutlical. 
(iii) A is a simple ring (respectively A is a SUM of irreducible left submodules) if 
und only if B is so. 
Proof. The prime and semiprime case follow from Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 along 
with [ll, p.1551. The primitive case follows from [ 12, Proposition 21. The 
assertion about the Jacobson radical can be obtained directly: if the Jacobson 
radical is zero, then the intersection of all the kernels of morphisms of A-mod 
from A to an irreducible left A-module is zero and this property is clearly 
preserved by equivalence. 0 
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